Abstract: This article identifies and investigates the errors in the foundations of the modern theory of creep of reinforced concrete caused by the use of the principle of superposition, which is an extensive interpretation of the principle (scheme) of the linear superposition of Boltzmann.
The principle of superposition is the basis of both the modern scientific creep theory of concrete, which is called the "world harmonized format" by foreign scientists, and the developments "in recent decades of international standardization institutions ... for recommendations, norms and technical guidance documents" [1, 2, 3] . These works also indicate that McHenry in USA (1943) "substantiated this trend by experimental studies of the creep of hermetic specimens using the principle of superposition which is characteristic for the theory of Volterra".
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We give the basic law of creep of concrete in the original notation [1] : is a measure of the creep of concrete C(t,t') used in publications in our country, which is preferable to application of the creep characteristics in the processing of experiments. We emphasize that ageing of concrete is taken into account in φ (t, t ') and C (t, t'), and the modulus of elastic-instantaneous deformation Ec (t ') essentially depends on the age of the concrete. Equations (1), (1′) are substantiated by two fundamental assumptions: the principle of linear connection between stresses and strains
the principle of superposition, verbally formulated in various versions in numerous well-known publications on the theory of creep of concrete, reference books, for example in [9] . Serious mistakes in (1) make the normative theory inconsistent with Eurocode, unreliable and uneconomical. Losses from such norms and calculations are significant as annual global volume of usage of concrete and reinforced concrete is 4 billion m 3 . Let us also recall the tragedy of the collapse of the Transvaal Park (Moscow, 2004) , caused by creep problems in concrete. We note that the article has no relation to the "ongoing disputes, ... discrepancies and uncertainties" existing in this section of creep of reinforced concrete. Also, in this paper we do not discuss a different point of view. We, using the Eurocode system, identify and analyze the errors in that area of creep, where, as the leaders and developers of norms indicate, there is a "steady consensus" [1, 2, 3] . The main mathematical error in (1) lies in its basis -the principle of superposition, which appeared in the theory of reinforced concrete after the work of McHenry. This principle incorrectly builds the core of creep, incorrectly describes the processes of changing instantaneous deformations and creep strains. The errors in the principle of superposition can be determined in various ways: for example, by constructing and solving a differential equation corresponding to a linear connection (1′′); sololving the inverse problem of classical mechanics; analysing the value of the total strain rate corresponding to (1′′). Applying the last method the following is obtained: 
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and the value of these terms is comparable with that of the remaining term. These losses cause considerable discrepancies between the theory and the experiments described in the scientific literature, e.g. [7] . Opposite mathematical actions, first differintiation and then integration, are performed (and without any need) over the known result (1′′) of the classical theory in the priciple of superposition. Оne term for instantaneous deformations and several terms for creep deformations are lost in the process of differentiation. After integration, the losses are included into the values of deformations, and then into the theory of design calculations. The principle of superposition distorts the classical linear connection (1′′), causing three types of errors [4, 5, 8] 
It is also clear that the first term under the integral sign (1′) is superfluous, and the use of the overlapping principle in (1) and (1′)
is strongly erroneous. The principle of overlapping erroneously reconstructs the actual, real elastic linear model of concrete with the E c (t) module; the prinicple attaches to it a non-existent and unreal model of a linear viscous fluid with a viscosity coefficient 
Comparison of these deformations is shown in Fig. 1 . Curve 2 in Fig. 1 corresponds to the VNIIG data on the changing of modulus of elasticity with time. Errors in the value of elastic deformation are about ≈ 300% at t = 360 days. 2. In the region of creep deformations, the number of additional (fictitious) bodies arising due to an incorrect scheme for constructing the creep kernel (hereditary function of type I) increases substantially. It depends on the form of the function φ(t,t') describing the nonstationary creep characteristic in the main law (1) . We write this function in a well-known, widely used in the scientific literature form
where
is a function considering the ageing of concrete. In the famous monograph of Prokopovich I.E. the creep behavior φ(t,t') used by foreign scientists has the designation   τ , t C , these are identical quantities.
In case (5), the fundamental law (1) forms four extra (fictitious) bodies: two Foigt type bodies and two viscous elements connected in series with each other. Deformations of these bodies are equal
where η 1ф , ... , η 4ф are the viscosity coefficients or the coefficients of internal resistance of the fictitious bodies; moreover, the bodies (8) of Voigt and (9) of the viscous element expand under compression.
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The creep deformations (6) - (9), caused by the effect of the superposition principle on the classical bond (1′′), are a fiction; they are also summed up with a short-term fictitious deformation
and introduce large errors in the value of the total deformation ε σ (t) determined by the creep law (1′). For example (Recommendations, 1988) , at constant stresses, the error from applying the superposition principle for creep strains reaches 100%: 
led to the temptation of erroneous substitution of the properties of short-term deformation ε у,1 (t′) by the properties of deformations of the hereditary type ε у,1 (t,t′). The error is corrected by making new mistakes. Concrete has essentially non-linear properties at short-term and long-term loading. The shortterm load diagram has a falling section and a limited extent, see figure 2. In the main law (1), (1′) only linear deformation
is taken into account, and the nonlinear deformation ε н (t) is ignore, see figure 2 . Aleksandrovsky S.V. indicates the reason for this circumstance: "It is very difficult to take into account the dependence of the modulus of elasticity on stresses and age of concrete simultaneously. Therefore, the modern theory of creep of concrete takes into account only a change in the modulus in time ... ". Let us consider two types of such substitution. The first substitution. A representative forum poses the erroneous task of "taking into account the influence of the pre-history of deformation on the modulus of elastic-instantaneous deformations". The basic equation of the creep theory takes the form (in the original notation):
An "experimentally valid" expression appears for the modulus of elastic deformation of concrete An "experimentally valid" expression appears for the modulus of elastic deformation of concrete 
χ(t,τ) has the name "reducing correction ... to the current specific elastic-instantaneous deformations". The second substitution. The nonlinear shortterm strain ε н (t) is erroneously attributed to the deformation properties of the hereditary type ε н (t,t′), the erroneous overlapping principle is used, and, instead of the simple algebraic formula
(B 2 is a known coefficient), the integral following is contrived:
where C н (t,t′) is called the measrue of fastflowing creep. (14) taken into account in (1′). The gross errors in the theory from such a substitution of the shortterm nonlinearity of concrete we considered in [4] and [8] . Famous foreign scientists renamed "fastflowing creep" into "minute creep", and the erroneous idea of the Second substitution is presented as their important achievement. The principle of superposition in the theory of creep of concrete is a mathematical error committed in the exptensive interpretation of the principle of the linear superposition of Boltzmann. In international norms of reinforced concrete, it is estimated incorrectly: it is supposedly "a tendency to study creep ... according to the principle of superposition peculiar to Volterra's theory". Let us consider this in more detail. We investigate the essence and the secondary nature of the Boltzmann scheme for the theory of creep of concrete on the example of concrete considered in the well-known paper of In the theory of creep, the fundamental solution of the corresponding differential equation is known to have the form Unlike (15), the compliance function is used in the transformation (15'), which attracted the attention of scientists. However, the transformation (15′) is possible only with substantial and very strong restrictions. In the exptensive interpretation of compliance, these restrictions were not taken into account, and the theory of creep of concrete proved to be deeply erroneous. Here, firstly, the property of the process that creates the temptation to expand the theory and transforms into the above-mentioned gross error
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for nonstationary E(t′) accompanying the normative linear creep theory of concrete is imposed on instantaneous deformation with an extremely simple physical meaning for an arbitrary t. In scientific literature there is even an authoritative statement that "elasticinstantaneous deformations strictly obey ... the principle of superposition". Secondly, it is necessary to integrate (15) by parts, that in the exptensive interpretation of the compliance function under the conditions of ageing of concrete (1) creates another temptation, traditionally leading to another gross error in finding the core of the integral equation. As it is known, for non-stationary properties of concrete, the creep strain is obtained from another solution of differential equation, a solution written in a more complex form 
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A pair of integral equations corresponding to the expansion hypothesis (17), and solved either with respect to deformations ε σ (t), or relative to the stresses σ (t), in theoretical rheology are called "Boltzmann-Volterra equations"; It is also indicated that this pair "represents a complete mathematical formulation of the principle of linear superposition." However, such a chain model, with its extensive interpretation of the compliance coefficient, is essentially erroneous; This is evidenced by its reduction to a differential form: , then the fundamental principle of mechanics about the independence of the action of forces is violated. The well-known scientist Pare L. has established the unacceptability of such forces in both problems of mechanics and in applications [6] . Unfortunately, in the scientific literature on concrete, in international norms, there are a number of errors analogous to those described, and consisting in an extensive interpretation of the compliance function in the form of a chain model [1] , including for taking into account the rapidly flowing creep. 
